
NINTH HEAD OF PRIDE - Part 1. 
  

 You told me that PRIDE has nine heads: “power, greed, complacency, pride, 

haughtiness, importance, vanity, arrogance, the hunger for admiration and glory. It's all 

pride, these are its heads. Each of the heads is just one of the shades of pride in a different 

dress. All nine heads have their disguises. Behind each disguise is pride, it just changed its 

name. We have to make decisions with our heart. ”  
 

 I would like to understand the ninth head of pride - the hunger for admiration and glory - as 

a form of pride in another dress. And I also want to understand what it means to ,,decide with the 

heart,,. The elevator came, I got in and I felt good there. When the elevator stopped, the door 

opened and I got out. I didn't know what was there. I couldn't sense anything at all. I realized I was 

the soul, but I saw nothing.  

Question: Where did you find yourself?  

Answer: In a vacuum.  

Question: What are you supposed to understand here, in this vacuum?  

Answer: The Ninth Head of Pride.  

Question:  How do you feel here?  

Answer: I realized that this is very strange because I cannot say how I feel. I have no feelings at all, 

and not even in my body here and now, I can not feel anything at all. It seemed to me that I was in 

this vacuum because I had to understand myself.  

Question: Did you manage to understand yourself?  

Answer: It did not fulfil its purpose. In order to fulfil the purpose, I need to understand myself. I 

started to get on my nerves, and I was very nervous about it.  

Question: Why are you nervous?  

Answer: I don't like it there.  

Question: What irritates you there?  

Answer: I am irritated to be there alone, but I actually wanted it. So I don't know what I want. I 

want something and I can't define it. I want to experience Love and I do not know how to achieve it.  

Question: How to achieve it?  

Answer: By being connected with Love. However, I always slam the door in front of her nose.  The 

door must be left open. I should always ask: What would Love do? It will help me to handle the 

situation. I have to stay in Love, but I don't do it.  

Question: Why don't you do it? 

Answer: I'm still fighting.  

Question: What are you fighting for? 

Answer: For victory.  

Question: Why do you need to win?  

Answer: I want to be the first.  

Question:Why do you want to be the first?  

Answer: It is related to the desire for admiration and the desire for glory.  

 I began to feel very strange feelings that passed through my whole body until I was pushed 

into the sofa on which I was lying and I knew that human beings are born with this feeling so they 

can experience it. This is then the soul's task. To show such admiration and glory to people, that is 

why the soul comes to Earth. However, the soul continues to do it also in other lives because the 

soul likes it. 



Question: Why is soul doing this? 

Answer: The sense of desire for admiration and glory is stronger than anything else. It 

always wins in that human being.  

Question: Where do you feel it now?  

 Answer: I have that feeling in my head. It is a feeling of victory, uniqueness, originality. 

However, it is not only pleasant, it is much more. This feeling gives me a sense of power, 

superiority, control. It lifts me up so that I fly high and look at everyone from above. It's a very 

strange feeling. It is an extraordinary power that has control without using any weapons. I don't see 

that it would hurt others. Subsequently, however, it gives me a sense of emptiness, vacuum, 

superiority, even divine inviolability created from pride. It is the POWER that kills with the gaze. 

  And it is this power and pride that creates contempt and cruelty. Then the person is 

essentially in a vacuum. The body has no feeling because it is filled with a vacuum. Everywhere is a 

vacuum where there are no feelings. Therefore, the body and the heart feel nothing, it is complete 

emptiness. But all these people are down as worms, crawling, they are not perceived at all, because 

there is nothing in the vacuum, nor light. NOTHING at all 

 Question:  What is important?  

 Answer: It is important to realize the vacuum in which you feel nothing and where nothing 

exists. No feeling or emotion. There's an ice wall. There is an ice wall all around. It is contempt and 

cruelty. Through it you do not see the pain of other people, you have created your own reality.  

 Question:  What life is in your own reality?  

 Answer: A life that you create. It's completely distorted, you don't see real life, you can't 

perceive it.  You can perceive just your own world and what you create. Man is really blinded. That 

is why this world works in this way. People can't sense what's behind the walls. They have their 

own reality. The walls need to be demolished.  

 Question:  How do we demolish them?  

 Answer:  With LOVE. People need to be taught to feel. They do not recognize what 

they feel, they cannot name their feelings, they do not know them, they do not distinguish one 

from another. Then they get themselves on their nerves.  

People do not know and do not see that they live in their own world, behind the walls. They can't 

tell because they don't know what they feel, they can't name it. They create their own world and 

think it is a reality. But it's completely different.  
 

 This way we teach our kids. We do not teach them at all to be able to name and know 

what they feel. We teach them to suppress their feelings. Then they create walls around them 

and do not know themselves. We teach them to be the first, to be the best in order to be 

admired. Only the first one is admired. 
  

Question:  How should we do this, how should we raise our children?  

Answer: I suddenly understood, but at first, I couldn't put it in words. 

  It is all in society, it's in how it works. We create a wall around and then behind this 

wall, we prepare the conditions for the vacuum and the false ideas we live in. We cannot 

perceive reality, we cannot name it, and do not understand what we want from life, why we 

were born, why we came into this world. We all do it. We have come here to be loved and to 

love, to receive and give Love. We have all come here with this one goal, with this only thought 

we are born here with. But because we have not understood it at all, we create walls around us 

that are full of vacuum and we cannot perceive our feelings and emotions in them, and 

therefore we cannot give and receive Love. Since childhood we have been teaching our 



children to desire victory, to be the first. Then we admire them and do not teach them to 

receive Love and give Love. Just as we create small walls around us, we also create large walls 

around families, nations, communities, all of humanity, and we do not see the reality for which 

we were born.  

 We do not understand our feelings at all. We cannot name what we feel. And so it happens to 

us that we do not even know that we live in anger for a long time, because we do not know that it is 

anger. And we don't know when we feel the Love. We cannot perceive it. We cannot name our 

feelings. And so we cannot name what we create. This is the problem of all mankind.  

 The problem is that we are still not satisfied. We still think that we have to do something, 

create something, only then we are appreciated and then we are admired.  

I began to feel a very strange feeling - warm and cordial, chills all over my body and the 

following words came to me.   

 You don't have to do anything. You just have to be. To be giving and receiving Love. 

That's the only thing. You don't do anything. You are confused with the fact that you have to 

do something physically, materially, and for that, you have to be admired and rewarded. 

Actually, this way, you have just transferred your being, life, from your heart to your head. 

You only appreciate what you create with your head. You cannot appreciate the gifts you 

receive from the heart. You do not perceive or see them. And thus you have closed your hearts, 

which have been very much wounded by the pride. With the same pride settling in your head, 

you have stabbed your hearts. And you can not perceive or see the reality – the being from the 

heart- at all. You're still closing your heart. You all live like this. In the heads, and it doesn't 

matter which head of pride you create a wall around you, because with each dragon head of 

pride, you create a vacuum in which you feel nothing. You create your world in which you are 

only with yourself, and the dissatisfaction you create is dissatisfaction with yourself, which 

you then pass on to people around you because you did not allow yourself to live your life in 

your heart. You do not perceive and see and cannot name your real feelings that arise in our 

hearts. That is why there is so much pain in the world and in the life of all mankind.  People's 

hearts need to be opened by Love.  

 I felt great pressures on my heart and in my whole body, which were like the big concrete 

blocks of those dragon heads of the pride. They lie on the bodies of all mankind as if they would be 

crushing them, pushing them completely into the dust of the earth. I feel as if all people are covered 

by those blocks, and when someone can pull out from beneath them, the others throw the block 

back at him to pound him completely into the dust of the earth.  

 Question: Is there anything  that you can do about this ,,UP THERE,,?  

 Answer: You throw the blocks yourselves. You do not want to let anyone to change it. You 

have your worlds in the blocks. Your own illusions, certainty, and you don't understand why you 

came here. You did not come here to create blocks in which you are separated from yourselves. You 

have come to learn to feel, give and receive Love. It needs to be changed.  

 Question: How can we change this?  

 Answer: It depends on mothers how they will raise their children. Mothers should 

teach their children Love. They should teach them to perceive their feelings, to name them, to 

feel them, to learn to receive Love from them and to give Love. It's a long process. It is 

necessary to change the understanding of mothers in order to raise their children otherwise. 

To stop teaching them the desire for admiration, victory and glory. To teach them kindness, 

mercy, morality, understanding, comprehension, patience and tolerance towards others. To 

teach them to feel inner peace. 


